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Welcome back to HRLCS 2021!



We are thrilled to have you attending this year’s 
HR Leaders Compliance Summit! 

HRLCS 2021 is an expanded virtualization 
of a longstanding on-site gathering of 
Acrisure Agency Partner offices and 
the transformational HR professionals
they support.
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Jeremy Hertz, JD, SPHR, SHRM-SCP
Acrisure Compliance Solutions

Sr. Deputy General Counsel
Director of HR Consulting

Jeremy's main focus is to consult with Acrisure Agency Partners 
and their clients on employee benefits and Human Resources-
related matters including the Affordable Care Act, FMLA and other 
forms of employee leave, ADA, COBRA, Wage and Hour, and all 
forms of discrimination, harassment and retaliation issues. He also 
trains client and industry groups, and actively participates in the 
marketing and sales process to prospective clients. 

“MC” & Featured Speaker
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Thank You To Our Sponsors!

Platinum

Gold

Silver

Technical Education
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Others You Will Hear From Today

Deborah Hyde
Featured Speaker

Acrisure Compliance 
Solutions

RJ Gray
General Session Panelist

Mutual of Omaha

Sarah Kline
Welcome & Introduction

Acrisure Agency Partner

Christine DeLair
General Session Panelist

Aflac

Brad Urhausen
Event Production

Acrisure Employee Benefits
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Powered by exceptional 
partnership and technology

 Acrisure is the fastest growing and top-10 largest insurance distribution platform. 

 Our model is fundamentally different. We’ve redefined what can be achieved through alignment of 
interests and a partnership-driven culture. 

 We combine the best of Human and Artificial Intelligence. 

 Our mission is to become the most tech-enabled broker in the world. 

 Through our global network of Agency Partners, we deliver high-quality insurance, employee 
benefits, human capital, and risk management services. And now, today, we’re deploying AI and 
Robotic Processing at an unprecedented scale.

Acrisure
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Sophisticated resources for 
today’s complex environment

 The legislative and regulatory landscapes of employee benefits and human resources have never 
been more complicated.

 Acrisure Compliance Solutions provides Acrisure Agency Partners and their clients with 
sophisticated compliance resources to navigate the complexities and meet the needs of your 
organization.

Acrisure Compliance Solutions

Benefits 
Consulting
Services

HR 
Consulting 
Services

Educational 
Tools & 

Resources

Specific 
Compliance 

Services

Additional 
HR 

Support
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Sophisticated resources for 
today’s complex environment

Acrisure Compliance Solutions
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A global network of entrepreneurial
insurance and HCM consultants

Agency Partner Network



7:45am – 8:00am              8:00am – 9:20am              9:20am – 9:30am               9:30am – 10:45am

Virtual Lobby
Sponsor Showcase

General Session
Best Practices

For Managing a
Remote Workforce

General Session
Compliant Employer

Websites Under
the ADA

Coffee Break
Sponsor Showcase

General Session
Benefits Compliance
in 2021: Preparing
for the Year Ahead

February 10, 2021
General sessions for all attendees*

(Please note that all times are PST)

*Pre-approved by SHRM/HRCI for 2-hours of continuing education credit each day!



General Session
Best Practices for Managing a Remote Workforce

Presented by Jeremy Hertz

February 10, 2021
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The Changing Paradigm

Wage and Hour

Discrimination

Workers Compensation

Tax/Payroll

Proprietary Assets

Miscellaneous

Agenda
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This is not a discussion 
about the pandemic!!!

Changing Paradigm – Workplace Impact
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Recent polls during the pandemic:

• 60% of workers that worked from home during the pandemic want to continue1

• Deloitte poll in June 2020 found that 40% of businesses were evaluating strategies 
and roles for determining which jobs/teams could work remotely permanently2

• A majority of that 40% said the reasons were not 
due to COVID but instead due to attracting talent 
and improving productivity

• Almost 75% of CFOs surveyed by Gartner intend to shift 5% of on-site workers to 
permanently remote positions and nearly 25% of CFOs plan to shift at least 20%3

1 Megan Brenan, "U.S. Workers Discovering Affinity for Remote Work," Gallup, April 3, 2020

2 Deloitte Tax LLP, “The now and next of workforce strategies,” June 18,2020

3 Justin Lavelle, “Gartner CFO Survey Reveals 74% Intend to Shift Some Employees to Remote Work Permanently,” April 3, 2020

Changing Paradigm – Workplace Impact
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• Completely different engagement model when working remotely

• Two key areas to assess:  

 General practical and compliance issues regardless of location
 Specific needs related to company presence in more states

• Workers Compensation example

• General practical considerations are obvious: workplace injuries can extend to the home 
office (or anywhere remote work is done)

• Specific considerations: state/local rules; insurance; costs; retaliation concerns, different 
injury standards, etc.

• HR Professionals are the most significantly impacted portion of the workforce as a result 
of the increase in remote workers due to concerns in the areas of compliance and morale

• Only solution:  BE PROACTIVE, BE PROACTIVE, BE PROACTIVE

Changing Paradigm – Workplace Impact
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• High-Level travel sports – two types of teams

 Local all-star teams
 Inter-state superteams

• In-person work attendance is simple…is the employee present?

• “Attendance” becomes much more nebulous in a remote work environment

• Breeds distrust between managers and direct reports

• May require more invasive monitoring

• Could lead to adversarial relationships

Changing Paradigm – Non-Compliance Hurdles
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Poll question!

Does your organization have hourly employees currently working from home? 

Wage & Hour
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• Employers should state in a remote work policy that non-exempt employees: (1) maintain and submit 
an accurate record of all hours worked; (2) not engage in “off-the-clock” work; (3) obtain written 
supervisor approval before OT; (4) affirm that submitted time records are accurate and reflect all 
hours worked; and (5) not engage in non-company work during the employee’s agreed upon “working 
hours”

• Some options for recording include electronic timesheets, documenting hours via personal or group 
spreadsheet or asking employees to email managers when they clock in or clock out

• Meal and rest break laws apply equally to remote work arrangements

• Keep in mind that some states have specific overtime provisions that are applicable only in their state 
which employers need to recognize (i.e., Colorado requires daily overtime so if a worker relocates to 
CO for remote work the employer must know to apply that rule)

• Remote work may require a reallocation of job duties; verify that historically exempt employees are 
not now performing more non-exempt duties affecting their status

Overtime
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• The law of the state in which the worker resides generally determines minimum wage for 
that employee

• Some states are at $15/hour, whereas others mirror the federal minimum wage of 
$7.25/hour

• If the Biden Administration creates a federal floor of $15/hour it will simplify this issue 
dramatically for employers

• If out-of-state employees and in-state employees perform the same job but minimum 
wages are different in the two states, you may consider creating uniformity

• If employee is required to purchase equipment/furniture in order to work remotely avoid 
deductions from an employee’s pay as it may bring their wages below minimum wage and 
result in an FLSA violation

Minimum Wage
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• Classifying an individual as an independent contractor rather than an employee can 
reduce payroll taxes and other labor costs

• Employees having more autonomy by working remotely should not mislead employers 
into thinking they are now more likely to be considered Ics

• Lack of control over a worker’s daily activities is only one factor amongst many that could 
decide a worker’s classification

• Consider also that some states will have different standards for ICs than others (i.e., AB5 
in CA is extremely onerous for employers to prove a worker is an IC rather than an 
employee)

• The Biden Administration will likely enforce proper classification aggressively at the 
federal level, possibly modeling their approach after AB5

Independent Contractor Classification
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Poll question!

Do you have departments/teams that have some employees allowed to 
work remotely and others that must be in the office? 

Discrimination
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• Everyone should be treated consistently

• Remote employees who perform the same tasks as on-site employees are likely entitled 
to the same terms and conditions of employment

• This could include training (NY/CA harassment), mentoring and advancement; failure to 
provide these opportunities could lead to claims of discriminatory treatment

• Employers should analyze who can work from home on a departmental or position basis 
rather than on an individual employee basis

• Equal pay laws generally require that employees who perform the same work be paid the 
same and this is a hot button area for the Biden Administration

• Employees with disabilities are still able to receive accommodations under the ADA for 
their home work environment

Title VII, ADA, EPA, ADEA
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• Remote employees are also entitled to FMLA leave

• FMLA regulations state that an eligible employee must be “employed at a worksite where 
50 or more employees are employed by the employer within 75 miles of that worksite”

• According to the regulations an employee’s personal residence is not a worksite

• An employee’s worksite “is the office to which the employee reports and from which 
assignments are made”

• Example: Employee works from home in MA but receives all of her work assignments 
from her supervisor in NY where the company employs 50+ employees

• Employee is likely eligible for FMLA

Family and Medical Leave Act
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• Employers should implement an online application portal and a secure videoconferencing platform for 
interviews

• Some employers have expressed an interest in recording interviews to show other interested 
stakeholders; applicant permission is required in two party states

• Be cautious about not hiring someone who refuses to work onsite even though there is no 
requirement to accommodate a general fear of COVID

• If an applicant requests a medical-related accommodation or discloses an underlying health condition 
that may place him/her at higher risk the employer should be prepared to engage in the interactive 
process under the ADA

• Employers may not unilaterally postpone a start date or withdraw a job offer because the applicant is 
part of a high risk or vulnerable population (as defined by the CDC).  

• Employers should not ask applicants if they are part of a high risk or vulnerable population

Hiring
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• Employers should consider offering severance or providing job placement services as 
well as telling employees you will efficiently help them secure unemployment

• Perform terminations via secure video rather than telephone if possible; consider 
mailing employees their office belongings rather than meeting in person

• Collect any company-owned equipment and terminate access to company servers 
and email; consider paying for shipping or providing a courier service 

• Some jurisdictions require employers to provide information regarding 
unemployment compensation immediately upon termination; be prepared for this

• Understand final paycheck rules 

Firing
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Poll question!

Have you had any worker’s compensation claims made from injuries that allegedly 
occurred at an employee’s home? 

Workers’ Compensation
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• Workers’ compensation laws apply to workplace injuries that occur while an employee is working remotely

• When the remote work environment is voluntary (not mandated by order during a pandemic) employers 
may consider reserving the right to inspect an employee’s home-work space

• Best practice for an employer is to create a checklist to provide to remote employees for maintaining a safe 
workspace in their home as well as including the same information in the employer’s remote work policy

• Employers should ask employees to certify, in writing, that their home office complies with the safety 
requirements set forth in the checklist 

• Employers should communicate with their workers’ compensation, EPLI and general liability carriers about 
any potential issues arising from employees working remotely including whether each employee’s work 
location must be disclosed

• During the pandemic, many remote employees didn’t work in their own home but quarantined with family in 
other states; could affect coverage so employees should be told to inform HR if they are working 
somewhere other than their home

Workers’ Compensation
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The employer’s remote work policy should include the following regarding WC:

1) Guidelines for a home office, such as a designated work area, and training related to 
workstation setup and safety including ergonomics

2) Require employer approval of the employee’s workstation once it’s set up

3) Set fixed work hours and meal and rest periods for remote workers, which can help establish 
whether an injury was “in the course of” employment

4) Disclaim liability for any injury or damage to the employee’s family members, home or third 
parties who may visit the employee’s worksite

Workers’ Compensation
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• The general rule for withholding state income tax (the “physical presence rule”) is for 
employers to withhold according to the location where the work was performed

• In some states, however, remote employees can be liable for income tax in both the state they 
reside as well as the state in which the employer operates (e.g., if an employee works in NY, 
they must pay NY income tax and may have to pay income tax in the state in which they 
reside)

• Employees can also be liable for income tax in two states if their home office and work office 
are in two different states

• CA, HI, NJ, NY and RI all have state-mandated disability insurance requirements

• Paid family leave and sick leave statutes are also on the rise nationwide and require proper 
deductions to be taken from employees; must determine if the nexus is tied to the location 
where the employee works, where the employee resides or where the home office is located

Withholdings for State Income Tax, Disability and Paid Family Leave/Sick Leave
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• Many municipalities require that home-based workers obtain a home occupation permit

• Some have been suspended for COVID, but you should verify what the standards will be 
after the pandemic subsides

• If a remote worker relocates to a state in which the employer wasn’t previously doing 
business the new state may require the employer to register to do business in that state 
and/or retain a registered agent for service in the state; assessment of whether a “tax 
nexus” exists 

• Remote employees that maintain professional licenses in one state but relocate to 
another state may have difficulty practicing their profession in the new state (i.e., 
lawyers)

• The employee also may be subject to different requirements and ethical obligations

Licensing/Registration Concerns
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Poll question!

Do you have remote workers that are handling confidential information 
or trade secrets of your organization?

Proprietary Assets
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• Employers should ensure that remote workers understand that they remain bound by all company 
policies applicable to the on-site workforce, including information technology and data security 
policies

• Remote workers should be subject to policies which ensure:

1) Usage of only designated high security devices to transport information (i.e., 
laptops/computers, or encrypted portable devices, such as flash drives or external hard 
drives)

2) Protection of company data from theft, loss, or unauthorized access during transit and at the 
remote work location

3) Approved firewalls and anti-virus software are installed on all laptops/computers and are 
updated regularly

4) Flash drives or other portable drives must be encrypted and scanned for viruses before 
uploading or downloading data

Privacy / Security
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5) Sensitive information should not be printed at the remote location without approval and must 
be shredded immediately after usage

6) All work must be saved and backed up according to company procedures

7) The company’s network is not accessed from the remote location without approval

8) Laptops/computers and any remote access tools/portals are properly logged out of and/or 
shut down when the employee is away from the device or not in use

• Employers will also want to monitor employee’s digital activity

• Employees should update their IT policies to ensure that the employer has express permission to 
monitor/review anything the employee sends, receives, or creates through employer-owned 
equipment and networks and that the employee waives any rights of privacy

Privacy / Security
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• Employees must be made aware of company policies on confidential information and 
information security and how those policies apply in a remote work setting

• Employers should make clear to employees what physical items are acceptable to be 
taken from the workplace and what precautions should be taken for confidential 
documents and information (i.e., keeping them out of public spaces or maintaining a 
folder or box for documents to be disposed of securely)

• Employers that require protected remote access should remind employees that 
“workarounds” regarding security are prohibited

• Confidentiality agreements in a non-remote environment are helpful but are supported by 
in-person controls

• In a remote environment the oversight is removed and thus an enforceable confidentiality 
agreement (with possible non-solicitation and non-compete provisions) becomes much 
more important

Proprietary Assets
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• Non-Compete Agreements

• Training & Posted Notices

• Venue

• Benefits/Health Insurance

• Expense and Equipment Reimbursements

Miscellaneous
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